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MEMORANDUM 

Austin Transportation Department 

June 30, 2021 

Speed Zone Investigation 

Loyola Lane - Ed Bluestein Boulevard to Johnny Morris Road 

Year(s) of Previous Investigation: 1978 

A speed zone investigation has been conducted by the Austin Transportation Department to 
recommend an appropriate speed limit on Loyola Lane from Ed Bluestein Boulevard to Johnny 
Morris Road (the study segment). Figure 1 at the end of this document presents a map of the 
study area with existing and proposed speed limits along the study segment. In 1978, City 
Council established a speed limit of 45 mph on Loyola Lane between Ed Bluestein Boulevard 
and Johnny Morris Road based on staffs engineering evaluation, but it was not included in City 
Code Section 12-4-64 (D) Table of Speed Limits. Staff was unaware of this previous evaluation 
and initiated a speed zone investigation of the study segment as part of a recent evaluation of a 
nearby school zone. Only recently, in preparation of presenting a recommendation to City 
Council, did staff become aware of the previous evaluation. 

Location Conditions 

Loyola Lane is a four-lane divided arterial that runs in a general east/west direction for a length 
of approximately 4,045 feet along the study segment. The study segment has a 73-foot-wide 
cross section with pro�ected bicycle lanes in both directions, and a 15-foot wide center median 
containing left turn bays. The study segment has sidewalks on both sides of the street with street 
lighting in the center median. Two city streets and 5 driveways intersect this segment of Loyola 
Lane. Adjacent land use on the north side of the study segment is residential. The south side of 
the study segment is relatively undeveloped apart from a church near Ed Bluestein Boulevard. A 
40 mph speed limit sign had been posted for the eastbound direction but was recently removed 
due to construction near Ed Bluestein Boulevard. A 45 mph speed limit sign is currently posted 
for the westbound direction. 
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